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By the method of Bogoliubov1•2 one can obtain a 
natural generalization of the quantum-kinetic equa
tion for the description of stochastic processes in 
a system of charged particles in which the. parti
cles belong to an arbitrary number M :=:: 2 of dif
ferent kinds. If in the spatially homogeneous case 
(cf. Ref. 3) one substitutes into the quantum equa
tion for the distribution function Fa ( p; t) of any 
single chosen particle of type a the solution of the 
system of quantum equations for the quantum cor
relation-deviation functions gab• then one can ob
tain the quantum-kinetic equation for the plasma of 
many kinds of particles. Since, however, the de
termination of the exact solution for the functions 
gab is a difficult task, it is expedient to introduce 
the simplifying assumption that the Coulomb and 
exchange interactions are weak and that the chosen 
particle exerts only a small reaction influence on 
the behavior of the large number of charged parti
cles surrounding it. With these assumptions, since 
an exchange interaction is possible only between 
particles of the same kind, we find 

awa (p; t) = " 2rrnb \ { vab(l p-p' l!ti)vab (I p' -p 1/ti) 
at L.J (2rch) 6 ti.) 1 + Bab ((p'- p) I ti; (p + p') I 2) 

(J<b<M) 

X[(l +naWa (p; t)) (1 +nbwb (p1; t)) Wa (p'; t) wb(p;; t) 

-(1 +nawa(p'; t))(l +nbwb(p~; t)) 

X Wa (p; t) wb (p1; I)] dp1dp'dp~ +oRa. 

Here 
(2rr)3 p2 . 

Wa (p; t) = -v- Fa (p; t); Ea = -2f.'a ' 

(1) 

Vab (I k I) = ~ eikq <Dab (I q I) dq; (2) 

X exp {i6k (p' I [Lb- pI fLa) + i>r ('lJ- p')} Wb ('~"/) d6 d>r dYJ dp' I; 

nc, IJ.c are the concentration and particle mass 
of the particles of type c in the plasma, c = 1, 
2, ... , M; v is the average volume per particle; 
and <5Ra, a term taking into account the actions 
on each other of the set of neighboring particles, 
can be approximately evaluated by a method anal
ogous to that used in Ref. 4. 

For heterogeneous systems of large numbers 
of charged particles obeying the Fermi statistics, 
under conditions of complete degeneracy the ap
proximate expression for the screening coefficient 
Bab takes the form 

1 1 (iJ.bkp ) 11 - f-Lbkp / f.'akPo I 
Bab (k, p) = ri-.Jk2 + 2ri-.Jk2 f.'akPo In . 1 + f-Lbkp I f.'akPo • (3) 

Here rD = (p~v/127r!J.bLnceb)1/2 is the Debye 
c 

radius for the distribution of the Fermi particles 
of type b, Po is the average upper limit momen
tum for the system of many kinds of particles, and 
ec is the charge of a particle of type c in the 
plasma. 
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IN a large number of papers, 1 the high frequency 
magnetic susceptibility of an antiferromagnetic is 
found by using the concept of the precession of the 
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magnetic moments of the sublattices. These au
thors do not take into account relaxation processes. 
Our problem is to take relaxation processes into 
account, in the spirit of the equations of Landau 
and Lifshitz,2 and to connect the constants enter
ing into the phenomenological equations of motion 
of the magnetic moments with the eXperimentally
observed quantities (static magnetic susceptibility, 
resonance frequency, and antiferromagnetic reso
nance line width). 

We consider for the sake of simplicity a uni
axial ferromagnetic (we take the chosen axis along 
the z axis) . The equation of motion of the mag
netic moments of each of the two sublattices has 
the form 

iJMJfiJt = gMiXHjff- y M-2Mi[MiXHj1f], (j = 1, 2). (1) 

Here 

H~fl = H -1XM2-"A(M1-M), 

u;n = H- 1XM1- "A (M2 + M); (2) 

a is a constant describing the exchange interac
tion between the sublattices (the order of magni
tude of a is determined by the ratio 8c/j.LM ...., 102, 

where j.L = g1i is the Bohr magneton, 8c the 
Curie temperature, and M the magnetic moment 
of each of the sublattices ), A. is the anisotropy 
constant (A....., 10-2a, since the anisotropy energy 
is not determined by the large isotropic exchange 
interaction but by a relativistic interaction of the 
spin -orbit coupling type), while the constant y 
describes relaxation processes. In the absence of 
an external field, which we assume here to be ap
plied at right angles to the z axis, the magnetic 
moments of the sublattices are respectively equal 
to M 1 =M, M2 = -M. 

Assuming the variable magnetic field H = 
H' e -iwt to be small we linearize (2) 

iJp.IfiJt = -g[M, 1X(P.l + P.2)+"Ap.1J 

+1XY (P.t + P.z) + "Ayp.l + g [MX H] + yH, 

iJp.2 I iJt = g [M, IX (p.l + P.2) + AP.zl 

+ 1XY (P.l + !£2) + "Ayp.2- g [MX H] + yH. (3) 

Taking into account. the fact that j.L 1 and j.L2 are 
proportional to e -Iwt we find (we use the fact 
that A. « a, gM » y) 

(4) 
_ 2 A (gM) 2 + icoy 

p.- 1'1 + !£2 = 2aA 2M2 2 2" H. g -co - tcoay 

Hence 
= 2 A (gM)2 + icoy 

X l. 2aA (g M)2- co2 -2icolly 

Or, since 1/a = X1. ( w = 0) = X.:L ( 0), 

X (w) = X (O) co~ (co~- co2) + 2icof (2co~- co2) 
l. l. (co~_ co2)2 + 4co2f2 

(5) 

where 

<Uo = gM~. r = IXy. (6) 

For w « w0 

X (w) = xl. (0) (1 + 4iwr I w~), 

and for w "' w0 (near the resonance frequency) 

X ( w) = 0 ~icogr 
l. xl. ( ) (co~- co2)2 + 4co~f2 . 

Let us note some facts: 
1. XJ. ( w) does not contain gyrotropy: the ro

tation of the moments of the sublattices proceeds 
in such a manrier that the total magnetic moment 
is directed along the magnetic field. This will not 
be the case in a strong magnetic field, applied 
along the specimen axis, since M 1 ( Ho) -F -M2 ( Ho). 

2. The line width r is determined not only by 
relativistic effects as a ferromagnetic ( 'Y), but 
also by the exchange interaction energy ( a). 

3. If the antiferromagnetic is a metal, the ex
change interaction will lead to an additional line 
broadening, produced by the effect of the inhomo
geneity of the magnetic moments (see Refs. 3 - 5). 
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